Important Notes:
1. The below Editor Message files are merely representative samples. The nature, number,
and content of remarks/notes in these files will depend on your manuscript’s
requirements.
2. We use Remarks as a means of communicating with the author and clarify certain parts,
sentences, or information in the text. This may include clarifications (1) on whether the
edited sentence conveys the intended meaning, (2) after editing any ambiguous sentence
with respect to language and context, (3) after making any stylistic changes introduced in
the document, or (4) when there are options and suggestions involved.
3. The author can then choose to either make the change if deemed correct. We strongly
suggest that all remarks provided with the main file be resolved before finalization, as
this is important for successful publication.

Meaning, Content, Language, or Style
[Remark 1] -Please note that “trauma” has not been mentioned previously in the description of
the ProQOL subscale. Please check and revise accordingly.

[Remark 2] -Please note that the highlighted text is ambiguous. You mention that a 5-point
response scale was for used for scoring “most items.” Which items were these? How were the
remaining items scored? Alternatively, did you mean “all items?” Please clarify and revise
accordingly for better accuracy.
[Remark 3] -Information provided in the highlighted text has been deleted to avoid redundancy.
Please check the change.

Journal Formatting


We have maintained a word count of within 250 (English words), even after editing, as
per your instructions. The original word count was around 288.
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Please confirm the structure of the abstract with the journal guidelines; currently, there is
only 1 subsection.



Per the guidelines of the journal, please ensure that the keywords are taken from those
given in Index Medicus. Also, the list should be placed in alphabetical order.



Per guidelines, each Figure should be submitted as a separate file, labeled with Figure
number. Generally, it is best not to submit manuscripts with embedded figures (pictures)
either for editing or to journals because the file sizes can present problems with file
transfer.

Notes


Please note the terms “pregnancy termination,” “termination of pregnancy,” and
“abortion” were used interchangeably in the manuscript. We have revised all the terms to
“abortion” throughout the manuscript to ensure consistency. Please check for any
unintended loss of meaning.



Please note that we have abbreviated “professional quality of life” as “ProQOL” at first
instance of mention. For consistency and to avoid confusion, we have referred to
“professional quality of life” as ProQOL, whereas we have refereed to “the professional
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quality of life scale” as “the ProQOL scale” throughout the manuscript. Please check.
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